IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT:

FOUND SET TO DISRUPT THE
DIGITAL MARKETING
LANDSCAPE.

DISRUPT, THE UK’S LEADING YOUTH
MARKETING AGENCY, JOIN THE
FOUND FAMILY.
Working at the forefront of both digital
performance and analytical innovation,
we never like to sit still for too long here
at Found. We’re therefore delighted to
share with you the news that we’ve just
acquired content and inﬂuencer
marketing specialists, Disrupt, bringing
an exciting new dimension to the ways
in which we can successfully connect
you with audiences online.
Fuelled by a passion to positively impact
youth culture, the talented Disrupt team
have been instrumental in pioneering

brand stories in the UK youth scene by
creating experiences and content that
connects, entertains and enriches lives.
With clients including Absolut, Thomas
Cook 18-30, Alize and House of Marley,
they have a proven and instinctive
ability to ﬁnd the right audiences, to
create the right content and to deliver it
in the right moment.
We’re on a mission to elevate the way
brands market to switched-on
consumers and help brands think more
disruptively.

WHY
DISRUPT?
Disrupt are no ordinary agency. Started by entrepreneurs Matt Thorne and Phil
Kemish, who met whilst working together on the UK's largest urban entertainment
platform, they are now the UK’s leading youth marketing company. With an
awesome team of content creators, bloggers, artists and social inﬂuencers, they
hook up brands with a network of the best entrepreneurs, who collectively inﬂuence
and inspire a growing connected generation.
Found’s mission is to make digital marketing more engaging, connected and
accountable. It’s obvious that bringing together the analytical, advertising,
performance-focused Found with the creative, content-rich, social innovating Disrupt
is a perfect ﬁt.

THE CONNECTED
GENERATION.
OVER 16 MILLION 13 TO 34-YEAR-OLDS
CONSUME MEDIA EACH DAY (DISRUPT).
• 80% of 16 to 34-year-olds use a
smartphone in their purchase
journey (IPSOS).
• Each month, YouTube reaches more
18 to 34-year-olds in the UK than any
commercial TV channel (YouTube and
Comscore).

Globally, 1 in every 3 minutes spent
online is devoted to social networking
and messaging, with digital
consumers engaging for a daily
average of over 2 hours, rising to 2
hrs 40 mins among 16 to
24-year-olds (GlobalWebIndex).

All of these consumers are shaping the way our digital world is changing. As they
mature, so too are their digital expectations and needs. They’re an extremely
impactful inﬂuence on how we seek and deliver opportunities for brands to engage,
inspire and entertain online. A generation not to be ignored.

“

“From the moment I met the
Disrupt team, I was hooked. We’re
now faced with an exciting new
world led by the most connected
generation of digital users. Disrupt
are a company who have earned
themselves an enviable reputation
for making brands famous at the
cutting edge of culture. Bringing
together Disrupt’s brilliant
understanding of how to
successfully manipulate the social
space with Found’s own passion for
remastering ROI represents a major
step change in how we can now
elevate the way brands connect
with their customers.”
TINA JUDIC, CEO OF FOUND

“

“We are really excited to join forces
with Found. From the moment we
met Tina and the team we could see
that they were our type of people:
creative, passionate, focused and,
above all, we have a shared vision
to create a digital agency for the
future. By joining our
entrepreneurial spirit, experience
and talented people together, we
believe we will be able to take what
we've developed and super-charge
it at scale to help our clients
innovate and succeed in the rapidly
changing disruptive digital era.”
PHIL KEMISH, CO-FOUNDER OF
DISRUPT

A SHARED
CULTURE.
Found and Disrupt are teams made up of the most skilled,
ambitious, passionate and supportive people around.
We both equally share the same ethos in that not one single person is responsible
for our culture; it’s born out of the people we work alongside, day in, day out.
We can’t wait to welcome the Disrupt team to Found’s headquarters in Smithﬁeld,
London and to continue to grow and cultivate our culture together whilst bringing
even greater value to our clients.

How this ﬁts into Found’s
business strategy.
We have a very clear strategy at Found:
Deliver insightful, measured results
through awesome creative
experiences.
Build and retain a super team who
love to work at Found.
Form brilliant relationships with
clients and partners alike.
Our acquisition of Disrupt doesn’t just
tick all of these boxes, it also adds
another exciting new dimension to our
oﬀering; enhancing creative experiences
through relevant social audiences.

How this beneﬁts you.
Digital will never stop evolving, and nor
will Found. The Disrupt oﬀering ﬁts
perfectly into our Web of Moments
philosophy – the principle of there being
an ever-shifting plane of touchpoints
between brands and customers where
strategies can be honed to reach,
attract, inﬂuence, engage or convert at
any relevant point in time.

Our ability to analyse and break the
digital world down into a Web of
Moments means brands can now
successfully accompany their
customers in these moments, whatever
the channel, whatever the device.
Disrupt doesn’t just understand the
critical reach social marketing has, but
also the depth and style of content
audiences demand if they’re going to
engage with a brand.

What really excites us is that Disrupt
think like publishers and act like
marketers. They’ll bring an energised
blend of social content, inﬂuencer
marketing and media partnership skills
to the existing Found oﬀering.
Together, our teams will further
enhance audience understanding,
targeting and, ultimately, performance.

GOT ANY
QUESTIONS?
We’re delighted with this exciting acquisition and the commercial beneﬁt that this
will now bring to our valued clients. If you would like to ﬁnd out more, please contact
your account lead, give us a call on 0207 653 6709 or drop us an email to
DISRUPT@FOUND.CO.UK.

“Fusing our two approaches together will now allow us to not only connect
brands through clever data insight, but also provide our clients with a much
deeper understanding of the physicality of audience engagement. It provides
the industry with an exciting proposition for expanding the way businesses
successfully market to these inﬂuential digital users to now help all brands to
think more disruptively. I can’t wait to get cracking and to be disruptive
together.”
TINA JUDIC, CEO OF FOUND

“

